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negatively," adds another NRCT official, who cials said that they do not recognize NRCT's
declined to give his name. The council will right to regulate university staff, according to an
attendee. Likewise, Thailand's National Sci
consult security officials on sensitive projects,
he says.
ence and Technology Development Agency
(NSTDA) "is constructively discussing with
NRCT's policing role could put it in conflict
with the local employers of foreign scientists.
The council "should reject a project only after
consultation with the host institution" and with

foreign researchers have urged NRCT to con
sider other approaches to facilitating coopera
tion, such as seminars and lectures. And the

council has some fence-mending to do.
"Numerous foreign-born academics have

NRCT how this measure could be imple

devoted their careers to teaching Thai students

mented," says assistant president Sirirurg Song

and involving them in research. Instead of a
thank you, they are suddenly told that all of
their research is suspicious," says the foreign
university scientist, who fears that the rules
will put a chill on partnerships.
-RICHARD STONE

sivilai. "We would ensure that NSTDA's over

the institution's assent, says Brockelman. He

seas researchers and collaborators are not neg

notes that the grounds for possible rejection are

atively affected by the regulations."

"rather vague." In a meeting with foreign staff
members at Mahidol last week, university offi

period of use, says Pannee. In the meantime,

The regulations could be revised after a

BIOTERRORISM
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blue paper or pink paper that's kept separate."
In 2002, U.S. intelligence officials claimed"Such outreach ought to be standard prac
tice, particularly in fields where rapid changes Some observers are worried that the
that the Iraqi government owned a number
secrecy surrounding the panel could cloak
are taking place," says Dennis Gormley, a sen
of mobile labs capable of producing biolog
ical weapons. After U.S.-led forces invaded
ior fellow at the Monterey Institute's Center
work on the development of biological
weapons. "Remember, this group is not just
for Nonproliferation Studies in Washington,
Iraq, the labs were revealed to be produc
advising, it may also conduct research," says
D.C., who applauds Kerr for creating the new
tion facilities for hydrogen used to fill
Alan Pearson of the Center for Arms Control
weather balloons. In 2005, a government
panel. Kerr says DNI plans to extend the con
commission said the error was due to a lack
cept to other areas of intelligence research. and Non-Proliferation in Washington, D.C.,
adding that there's a history of similar
of scientific expertise within the U.S. intelBSEG's members are being paid annual
groups in the past "transition[ing] from
ligence community.
defensive to offensive work, rationalizing
Now intelligence officials are addressing
themselves along the way."
that problem by opening up their biological
research program?most of which is classi
Gerald Epstein, a biosecurity expert at
the Center for Strategic and International
fied?to external peer review. A panel of life
Studies in Washington, D.C., and the only
scientists from universities, companies, and
group member to have made his affiliation
nongovernmental organizations has begun to
public, discounts those concerns. He says
assess the merit of projects proposed and
conducted by researchers at the 16 agencies
BSEG provides an extra layer of oversight to
under the aegis of the Director of National
the intelligence community's classified pro
grams and can help the United States
Intelligence (DNI), as well as grant applica
remain faithful to the Biological Weapons
tions submitted to the agencies. The Biologi

Convention, to which it and 158 other

cal Sciences Expert Group (BSEG), with

24 core members and an extended network of

nations are parties. "If members discovered
research that was illegitimate, they could
take a number of steps to stop it, such as
notifying Congress or even going to the

40 others, has already met five times this year

at DNI's National Counterproliferation Cen
ter in McLean, Virginia. In addition to help
ing screen and design projects to combat
bioterrorism, the group will analyze research

B^ press," he says. Pearson replies that the
B^ panel would offer a more credible

findings, review the scientific validity of
flB safeguard "if the broader scientific
intelligence assessments, and occasionally
EflK community knows who they are."
Second look. Lawrence Kerr says outside^^??HP
conduct its own studies.

reviewers will strengthen classified ^^^Bft2
^Brwhich
Onewas
member
of BioChem 20/20,
formed by the Defense

The objective is to raise the review of intel
biological research by intelligence agencies. ^^BHJ^^
ligence research to the standards of other fed

Intelligence Agency in the late 1990s to
retainers of as much as $1000, and its core
eral science agencies, says Lawrence Kerr,
provide programmatic and strategic advice,
senior bio adviser at the center and a microbi
thinks that BSEG members will eventually
panelists can earn as much as $ 18,000 a year
on the amount of work they perform.
ologist formerly at Vanderbilt Universitybased
in
disclose their identities. Geneticist Stephen |
Nashville, Tennessee, who assembled the
But DNI has not released their names, partJohnston
of
of Arizona State University in o
expert group. He says the research donewhat
by Kerr says is a necessary veil of secrecy
Tempe says that BioChem members initially ?
intelligence agencies is currently reviewed
both to protect them from being snooped onchose
by to remain anonymous. But once satis- g
fied that the work was ethical and noncon- ?_
primarily by the agencies' own scientists and
foreign intelligence agents and to avoid jeop
program managers, who have a limited range
ardizing their ties to other scientists. Members
troversial, he says, "many of us put the affil- |
iation on our r?sum?s." _
of expertise. The system "isn't what one would
even keep two sets of notes at meetings, Ken
-YUDHIJIT BHATTACHARJEE 5
think of as being incredibly robust," he says.says, recording "all of their classified stuff on
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